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It has now been just over a year since the US Congress signed into law the In�ation Reduction Act 

(IRA). Already, the IRA has been followed by more than US $110 billion in clean energy investments,1  

with just over $70 billion earmarked for the US battery supply chain,2 particularly downstream cell 

projects (so-called gigafactories). 

The �rst part of this series examined the key drivers behind the adoption of the IRA, concluding that 

the bill attempts to de-risk investment in battery supply chains while reducing reliance on China, and 

that implementation will need to balance these objectives to be successful in increasing investment 

and electric vehicle (EV) deployment simultaneously. This second installment focuses on the workings 

of the IRA one year on. Speci�cally, it describes the key supply and demand incentives o�ered by the 

bill, assesses the impact of IRA supply-side policies on US battery economics to date, and examines 

the demand-side provisions of the IRA, which include notable eligibility constraints on the origins of 

battery components and critical minerals.

The commentary concludes that the IRA has already radically altered the US battery cost curve 

and ushered in a new chapter for the battery industry: a wave of mergers and acquisitions activity 

focused on Federal Transit Administration (FTA)–compliant jurisdictions (particularly for lithium). It 

also notes, however, that the availability of IRA-compliant minerals and the pace of US EV adoption 

will heavily depend on the contours of the upcoming Treasury Department de�nition of China 

as a Foreign Entity of Concern (FEOC). The �nal details of FEOC implementation are still under 

consideration at the time of writing.

This commentary represents the research and views of the authors. It does not necessarily 

represent the views of the Center on Global Energy Policy. The piece may be subject to  

further revision. 

Contributions to SIPA for the bene�t of CGEP are general use gifts, which gives the Center 

discretion in how it allocates these funds. More information is available at https://energypolicy.

columbia.edu/about/partners. Rare cases of sponsored projects are clearly indicated.
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The US IRA Design
The IRA has a direct impact on US battery economics via credits intended to spur supply-side activity 

and demand-side procurement behavior. On the supply side, as with other energy transition projects, 

project developers can choose between an investment tax credit (the 48C credit) and a production 

tax credit (the 45X credit).

 ● Advanced Energy Project Investment Tax Credit (48C): This capital cost tax credit awards 

tax credits of up to 30 percent of capital investment if the project satis�es wage and 

apprenticeship requirements.3 Otherwise, the tax credit is reduced to 6 percent. To receive 

the tax credit, project developers must apply to the Department of Energy (DOE) and 

receive a decision from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). Total �nancing under 48C is 

capped at $10 billion.4

 ● �Advanced Manufacturing Production Tax Credit (45X). This tax credit grants $35 per kilowatt-

hour (kWh) for domestically produced battery cells, $10/kWh for domestically produced 

battery modules, and a 10 percent production cost credit for mining critical minerals and 

producing electrode active materials, which include cathode and anode active materials. To 

claim this credit, developers do not need explicit permission from the DOE or IRS, and the tax 

credits are also uncapped, meaning they can be claimed by all eligible producers.

On the demand side, the US government o�ers clean vehicle tax credits that incentivize EV 

purchases by individual consumers (the 30D credit) as well as by commercial �eet operators (the 

45W credit). Whereas the commercial �eet EV purchasing credit does not have any local content 

requirements for its components and minerals, the clean vehicle credit for individual consumers does.

A total tax credit of $7,500 is available for purchases of full battery electric cars and plug-in 

hybrid electric vehicles that meet certain local content criteria related to the origin of the critical 

minerals in the batteries ($3,750 credit) and the components used in the batteries (another $3,750 

credit). It is possible for eligible vehicles to qualify for only one of the two credits. Purchasers can 

transfer the tax credit amount to retailers and receive the credit amount as a direct reduction of 

the cost of the vehicle.

The IRA and US Battery Cell Supply
The impact of the IRA’s Advanced Manufacturing Production Tax Credit (AMPTC) and Advanced 

Energy Project Investment Tax Credit (AEPITC) has been substantial. This is not surprising. In 2022, 

the cost of producing a high-performance nickel-cobalt-manganese (NCM 811) battery cell in the 

US was around $135/kWh. For lithium-iron-phosphate cells (LFP), the cost averaged around $125/
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kWh.5 In short, these credits introduce discounts of more than 30 percent for manufacturers, which 

is nothing short of a game-changer.

The investment tax credit shows just how much the IRA is a�ecting the global competitiveness of 

US-based battery cell manufacturing (see Figure 1). The capital expenditure (capex) needed to 

develop gigafactories varies signi�cantly by region, with capex intensity in the US averaging around 

$90 million per gigawatt-hour (GWh), almost one-third higher than the average capex intensity 

in China, which lies around $60 million/GWh.6 At its maximum, including labor requirements, the 

investment tax credit reaches 30 percent, thereby helping bridge the capex gap with China. 

While China still holds a dominant position in raw material access and technology licensing, and 

newer cell entrants outside China continue to grapple with the realities and challenges of cell 

manufacturing (e.g., yield losses, labor shortages, thin margins), the tax credits do signi�cantly 

increase the competitiveness of US gigafactories. 

Figure 1: Maximum credit impact of 48C tax credit on US lithium-ion battery cell and electrode 
active manufacturing

 

 Source: Benchmark Mineral Intelligence. 
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The result has been a �urry of gigafactory announcements in the United States. US gigafactory 

capacity in the pipeline through 2030 has increased from around 700 GWh in July 2022 (prior 

to the IRA) to just over 1.2 terawatt-hours (TWh) as of July 2023.7 Again, this is not surprising—

the IRA e�ectively reshapes the US battery cost curve, lowering domestic costs by $45/kWh. In 

consequence, high-nickel US batteries now carry a cost advantage against imports of Chinese LFP 

cells. Importantly however, the tax credits reduce over time, from 100 percent to 75 percent in 2030, 

50 percent in 2031, 25 percent in 2032, and 0 percent in 2033.

The success of the IRA in attracting gigafactory investment also means that the �scal cost of 

the tax credits may be larger than initially estimated. That �scal cost is not in the form of �scal 

expenditure, however, but rather in the form of foregone tax revenue, which may be important 

from the public’s perspective. Figure 4 shows that the total cost of the production tax credit 

could reach around $150 billion by 2032.8 While the escalating cost of the US IRA has exacerbated 

opposition to the bill among Republicans (and led to objections from Democratic senator Joe 

Manchin),9 the AMPTC has bene�ted states with large Republican bases. Around 80 percent of 

clean-tech and semiconductor investments were announced in red states or states with broad 

Republican constituencies—most of them in South Carolina and Georgia, followed by Michigan 

and Ohio.10 The reason for this is that Southern states command some of the lowest industrial 

electricity costs in the US (between $0.06–$0.08/kWh). It remains to be seen whether the bene�ts 

accrued by Southern states (via jobs, federal grants, etc.) will translate into any cross-partisan 

unity on the IRA.

The IRA has also accelerated a new wave of what have been dubbed “subsidy wars,”11 testing 

industrial policies in numerous key regions, particularly the EU. Despite the EU o�ering its own 

response to the IRA—in the form of the Critical Raw Minerals Act—corporate players there (e.g., 

Freyr and VW) have not shied away from trying to exploit the opportunities o�ered by the IRA and 

thus moving investment to the US. As a result, US planned cell supply through 2030 is now set to 

match and potentially outpace Europe (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: US vs. EU planned cell capacity, January 2022–July 2023

 

 
 Source: Benchmark Mineral Intelligence. 
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JV partner, Panasonic. Because the AMPTC applies to the actual production of cells rather than 

planned capacity, players that had an early-mover advantage will bene�t most. Figure 3 shows 
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At a company level, and assuming the AMPTC remains in place through 2032, Tesla could receive 

up to $45 billion in tax credits. One important consequence of this will be increased geopolitical 
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Figure 3: Advanced Manufacturing Production Tax Credit by player, 2023–32

 

 

Source: Benchmark Mineral Intelligence. 
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Table 1: IRA EV subsidy (30D) battery component and minerals content requirements

 
Source: Authors’ analysis of IRA. 
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battery manufacturer) being the key example. The fate of this partnership could act as a bellwether 
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continues to formulate conditions for Chinese involvement, in the short term the US will need to be 

pragmatic about China’s role if its goals are to support OEM electri�cation targets. 
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OEM Procurement Practices and Supply Chains Are Adapting, but Time and Further Government 

Support Will Be Needed

OEMs have already started responding to the IRA, screening IRA-compliant tonnages and 

seeking to structure o�takes (i.e., purchases) that align with the requirements of the tax credits. 

The largest OEMs, such as Tesla, Ford, and GM, have structured such o�takes with Free Trade 

Agreement–compliant players (see Table 2)—one prominent example being the one between GM 

and Lithium Americas Corp., which saw the former invest $650 million in the latter. Lithium players 

are also responding, as demonstrated by the Allkem-Livent merger, which will help improve the 

project economics for IRA-compliant supply (speci�cally Allkem’s James Bay project in Canada 

and Sal de Vida project in Argentina). 

Table 2: Examples of US OEM post-IRA deals to secure IRA-compliant material 

OEM Segment Partner

Ford Lithium Compass13

Cathode ECOPRO BM14 

Cathode SK On15 

Graphite Syrah Resources16 

Battery cells LGES & KOC17 

GM Lithium Lithium Americas18 

Cobalt Queensland Paci�c Metals19 

Nickel Vale20 

Nickel Queensland Paci�c Metals21 

Separator Microvast22 

Tesla Graphite Magnis23

Yet OEMs will still need to accept reliance on China’s position in the global battery value chain for a 

large share of mineral processing, anode production, and LFP cathode production. For example, at 

a super�cial level, an analysis of FTA-compliant lithium (see Figure 4) shows that—on a mined ba-

sis—OEMs can secure enough lithium to meet the 30D requirements. However, this comes with several 

major caveats that show why China will continue to play an important role, even for lithium supply:
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There is an assumption that these units will be freely tradeable, when in reality a large 

share of them are already committed to Chinese converters and/or under existing tolling 

arrangements.24  

US policymakers will need to contend with the reality that the current �ow of Australian 

hard rock supply to Chinese converters represents the most capex-e�cient route for 

lithium supply in today’s market, given the low capex intensity of Chinese converters 

(around $8,000–$10,000 per metric ton [t] LCE in China versus $20,000–$25,000/t LCE 

in North America and Europe). In short, attempts to create integrated re�neries outside 

China will compound the problem facing the lithium industry in the short to medium term: 

degrading ore qualities and a higher cost base.  

Paradoxically, in creating another major demand pull, the IRA has also incentivized other 

regions/countries to compete (e.g., Europe), which further intensi�es the scramble for 

lithium units. 

Argentina—Latin America’s lithium rising star—is not an FTA partner of the US and faces 

its own macro and political risks; Bolivia, which has signi�cant lithium reserves but 

negligent production, is being courted by Chinese �rms; and China has already started 

its scramble for access to a major new region of incremental supply, namely, Africa (90 

percent of Africa’s 2030 supply is set to come from projects partly or fully owned by 

Chinese �rms).25  

While minerals from recycled batteries will also count toward the 30D content 

requirements, and while markets are ramping up to be ready to recycle lithium-ion 

batteries, there won’t be su�cient infrastructure, technology, and recyclable batteries in 

the next years of accelerated adoption to meet the required local content targets.26
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Figure 4: Global mined lithium supply by type vs. US policy demand, 2018–32 

 

Source: Benchmark Mineral Intelligence. 
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To Maximize EV Deployment and Support as well as US OEM Global Competitiveness on EVs, the 

US Needs to Be Pragmatic about China’s Near-Term Role

The US has not yet released guidance on how the FEOC requirement will be implemented. That 

guidance will be key, because the producers of cells and cathode active materials in South Korea, 

Japan, and other countries continue to rely on China’s supply chain. 

The Department of Commerce’s current proposal to de�ne FEOC in the context of the CHIPS Act, 

released in March 2023, would consider any entity in which a Chinese person or company holds at 

least a 25 percent voting interest an FEOC. While �nal rules are still forthcoming, it is worth noting 

the following:

Treatment of Chinese Precursor Cathode Active Material (pCAM): A key distinction 

will need to be made between the ability to process Chinese pCAM in FTA-compliant 

countries (e.g., South Korea), which then becomes IRA-compliant CAM, or all Chinese-

origin material being banned from electrode active supply chains, even if it is processed 

within a US FTA partner. This latter scenario would reduce signi�cantly the number of IRA-

compliant units and thus reduce EV adoption.

The anode value chain will be di�cult to decouple from China: Clarity on the anode 

value chain will likely be required given limited graphitization capacity—the process of 

producing synthetic graphite from carbon-based feedstocks—outside China. 

China’s overseas investments since the IRA’s passage: Most Chinese investment 

overseas since the IRA’s passage has been made in South Korea.27 Korean steelmaker 

POSCO and China’s Huayou Cobalt Co. signed a memorandum of understanding to 

produce materials in South Korea. Similarly, POSCO partnered with China’s CNGR 

Advanced Material Co. to produce cathodes and run a battery recycling plant in South 

Korea. POSCO is not alone in this. SK Innovation (and its battery entity SK On) partnered 

with China’s GME to produce material in South Korea, as did LG Chem with Huayou 

Cobalt. Whether these investments will be treated as “China’s backdoor” to the US 

market or will be denied IRA credits remains to be seen.

The Ford-CATL deal: From an OEM perspective, this deal expands ranges and models 

and uses China’s LFP technological expertise to meet electri�cation goals. But the 

political reaction so far has been telling: Republican opposition in the US as well as Xi 

Jinping’s comments to CATL suggesting that “emerging industries” such as batteries 

need to “avoid marching ahead alone in an invincible fashion, only to be caught out by 

others and fail in the end”28—a veiled reference to the risks of mismanaging the balance 

between technology development and IP security.  

1
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US OEM technology roadmaps may face constraints: US OEMs seek to deploy high-

manganese cathodes, which provide better energy density than LFP cells but, in the short 

term at least, will rely on manganese sulfate sources from China. About 96 percent of 

high-purity manganese sulfate re�ning capacity is currently in China.29 

As Figures 5 and 6 show, the short-term strategy for OEMs will be to focus on lithium sourcing; 

longer term, however, other pinch points will come into focus, principally nickel, cobalt, and 

graphite sourcing. This reinforces the point that technology shifts are unlikely to make IRA 

sourcing any easier, even if NCM 811 sourcing will provide more opportunities than LFP cells, given 

that phosphate is not treated as a critical mineral. 

Figure 5: NCM 811 thresholds 

Source: Benchmark Mineral Intelligence. 
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Figure 6: LFP thresholds, 2023–32 

Source: Benchmark Mineral Intelligence. 
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